
NEW YORK:  A federal judge ruled Monday that
the US Justice Department cannot use a 227-
year-old law to force Apple to provide the FBI
with access to locked iPhone data, dealing a
blow to the government in its battle with the
company over privacy and public safety.

The ruling, by US Magistrate Judge James
Orenstein, applied narrowly to one Brooklyn
drug case, but it gives support to the company’s
position in its fight against a California judge’s
order that it create specialized software to help
the FBI hack into an iPhone linked to the San
Bernardino terrorism investigation.

Both cases hinge partly on whether a law
written long before the computer age, the 1789
All Writs Act, could be used to compel Apple to
cooperate with efforts to retrieve data from
encrypted phones.

“Ultimately, the question to be answered in
this matter, and in others like it across the coun-
try,  is not whether the government should be
able to force Apple to help it unlock a specific
device; it is instead whether the All Writs Act
resolves that issue and many others like it yet to
come,” Orenstein wrote. “I conclude that it does
not.”

Apple’s opposition to the government’s tac-
tics has evoked a national debate over digital
privacy rights and national security. On
Thursday, the Cupertino, California-based com-
pany formally objected to the order in a brief
filed with the court, accusing the federal govern-
ment of seeking “dangerous power” through the
courts and of trampling on the company’s con-
stitutional rights. The separate California case
involves an iPhone 5C owned by San Bernardino
County and used by Syed Farook, who was a
health inspector. Farook and his wife Tashfeen
Malik killed 14 people during a Dec. 2 attack that
was at least partly inspired by the Islamic State
group. The couple died later in a gun battle with
police.

Orenstein, ruling with an eye to the California
case, cited it specifically multiple times in his rul-
ing and noted that the government request
there is far more “intrusive.” The New York case
features a government request that is far less
onerous or invasive for Apple and its cellphone
technology; the extraction technique exists for
that older operating system and it’s been used
some 70 times before to assist investigators.

CREATE SPECIALIZED SOFTWARE 
Since late 2014, that physical extraction tech-

nique hasn’t existed on newer iPhones. In
California, U.S. Magistrate Judge Sheri Pym
ordered investigators to create specialized soft-
ware to help the FBI bypass security protocols
on the encrypted phone so investigators can
test random passcode combinations in rapid
sequence to access its data.

The court ruling comes one day before a
Tuesday congressional hearing that will include
testimony from FBI Director James Comey and
Apple General Counsel Bruce Sewell on encryp-
tion and “balancing Americans’ security and pri-
vacy.”

Orenstein said he was offering no opinion on
whether in the instance of this case or others,
“the government’s legitimate interest in ensur-
ing that no door is too strong to resist lawful
entry should prevail against the equally legiti-
mate societal interests arrayed against it here.”

He said the interests at stake go beyond
expectations of privacy and include the com-
mercial interest in conducting business free of
potentially harmful government intrusion and
the “far more fundamental and universal inter-
est” of protecting data from the harms of
improper access and misuse. He noted that
Congress has not adopted legislation that would
achieve the result sought by the government
and said it must be discussed by “legislators who
are equipped to consider the technological and
cultural realities of a world their predecessors
could not begin to conceive.”

The Justice Department said in a statement
that it’s disappointed in the ruling and plans to
appeal in coming days. It said Apple had previ-
ously agreed many times prior to assist the gov-
ernment and “only changed course when the
government’s application for assistance was
made public by the court.”

A senior Apple executive said that the com-
pany policy has been to give the government
information when there’s a lawful order to do so,
but that in New York the judge never issued an
order and instead asked attorneys about the
constitutionality of the government’s use of the
All Writs Act to compel it to help law enforce-
ment recover iPhone data in criminal cases. The
executive spoke on condition of anonymity to
discuss a pending legal matter.

Apple has since declined to cooperate in a
dozen more instances in four states involving
government requests to aid criminal probes by
retrieving data from individual iPhones. — AP
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WASHINGTON:  The Obama administra-
tion plans to renegotiate portions of an
international arms control arrangement so
it’s simpler to export tools related to hack-
ing and surveillance software, since those
technologies are also used to secure com-
puter networks, a lawmaker says.

The rare reconsideration of a rule
agreed to in 2013 by 41 countries is set to
be included on a December agenda by the
United States. It makes room to more pre-
cisely draft ways to control the spread of
such hacking tools without the unintend-
ed negative consequences for national
cybersecurity and research that industry
groups and lawmakers have complained
about for months.

As one of those 41 member countries
of the 1996 Wassenaar Arrangement,
which governs the highly technical world
of export controls for arms and certain
technologies, the United States agreed to
restrict tools related to cyber “intrusion
software” that could fall into the hands of
repressive regimes.

On Monday, the co-chairman of the
Congressional Cybersecurity Caucus, Rep.
Jim Langevin, D-R.I., issued a statement
revealing the administration’s decision to
ensure countries discuss the removal of
language that would broadly sweep up
research tools and technology used to cre-
ate or otherwise support hacking and sur-

veillance software.
“International cybersecurity policy is a

new domain, and it is vital that we work
together in order to protect our networks
from the many threats they face,” Langevin
said, applauding the effort thus far.

The White House has said it supports
making cyber intrusion tools available
overseas for legitimate cybersecurity activ-
ities. The White House referred questions
Monday to the State and Commerce
departments, neither of which responded
to requests for comment.

Efforts to come up with a workable U.S.
rule have highlighted the difficulty of
applying the export controls restricting
physical items to a virtual world that relies
on the free flow of information for net-
work security. Many companies operate in
multiple countries and routinely employ
foreign nationals who test their own cor-
porate networks across borders.

In May, the Commerce Department’s
Bureau of Industry and Security proposed
denying the transfer of offensive tools -
defined as software that uses “zero-day”
exploits, or unpatched new vulnerabilities,
and “rootkit” abilities that allow a person
administrator-level access to a system.

But in the cyber world, testing a net-
work often requires determining first
how to exploit it and attempting to do
so. — AP

US to renegotiate arms 

control rule for hacking tools

Technicolor and DHX Media have
finalized an agreement with the
UK’s BBC to air the underwater

adventure series “The Deep” on kids’
channel CBBC from this month. 

The animated show, whose primary
target is 6 to 12 year olds, is based on the
Aurealis Award-winning graphic novel
series created by Tom Taylor, whose
graphic novels include “Earth 2,”
“Superior Iron Man,” “Batman: Legends of
the Dark Knight,” “Injustice: Gods Among
Us” and “Star Wars: Blood Ties.” The books
are illustrated by James Brouwer (“Justice
League Beyond”), and published by

Gestalt Comics. Taylor serves as co-cre-
ator and lead writer of the animated
series, and Brouwer is co-creator and art
director.

“The Deep” follows the adventures of
the Nekton family-a brilliant team of
underwater explorers.  With state-of-the-
art technology and a thirst for discovery,
the Nektons explore the mysterious
depths of the ocean. The deep is a place
where leviathans swim through sunken
cities, pirates lurk amid floating black
markets, and a mysterious group of
Guardians hide long lost secrets.

Other broadcasters airing the show

include Australia’s the Seven Network
and ABC3, Super RTL in Germany, Ketnet
in Belgium, NRK in Norway, SV T in
Sweden, YLE in Finland and Canada’s
Family CHRGD.  The series premiered on
Seven Network on Nov. 30, on Family
CHRGD on Jan. 1, and on Super RTL on
Feb. 19.

Twenty-six half-hour episodes of “The
Deep” are in production. Technicolor is
the underlying rights holder and will
oversee the series roll-out and brand
licensing extensions; Australia-based A
Stark Production (scripts, design and
music) and Canada-based DHX Media

(animation, voices and post-production)
are the co-production partners, with dis-
tribution handled by DHX.

Alison Warner, VP, IP sales, acquisi-
tions and co-productions at Technicolor,
said: “‘The Deep’ is a classic adventure
story with solid appeal for co-viewing
audiences with a strong cohesive family,
who live and work underwater in a state
of the art submarine, exploring unchart-
ed areas of the earth’s oceans to unravel
the mysteries of the deep sea. There’s
really nothing else on air like it right
now.” 

“CBBC is poised to take the plunge

into ‘The Deep’ and join the Nekton fami-
ly on their thrilling aquatic adventures as
they uncover the mysteries of the under-
sea world,” commented Cheryl Taylor,
controller of CBBC. “This beautifully ani-
mated series is action adventure with a
real heart.” “‘The Deep’ is a terrific animat-
ed family series and we are excited that
CBBC has picked it up for broadcast in
the UK,” added Josh Scherba, senior VP
distribution at DHX Media. “We’ve seen
tremendous interest in ‘The Deep’ world-
wide, and we look forward to further dis-
tribution announcements with
Technicolor and A Stark.” — AP

LOS ANGELES: A self-driving car being tested by
Google struck a public bus on a Silicon Valley street, a
minor accident that appears to be the first time one of
the tech company’s vehicles caused a crash during
testing.

Google accepted at least some responsibility for
the collision, which occurred on Feb 14 when one of
the Lexus SUVs it has outfitted with sensors and cam-
eras hit the side of the bus near the company’s head-
quarters in Mountain View, California.

No one was injured, according to an accident
report Google wrote and submitted to the California
Department of Motor Vehicles. It was posted online
Monday. According to the report, Google’s car intend-
ed to turn right off a major boulevard when it detect-
ed sandbags around a storm drain at the intersection.

The right lane was wide enough to let some cars
turn and others go straight, but the Lexus needed to
slide to its left within the right lane to get around the
obstruction. The Lexus was going 2 mph (3 kph) when
it made the move and its left front struck the right side
of the bus, which was going straight at 15 mph (24
kph). The car’s test driver - who under state law must
be in the front seat to grab the wheel when needed -
thought the bus would yield and did not have control
before the collision, Google said. While the report
does not address fault, Google said in a written state-

ment, “We clearly bear some responsibility, because if
our car hadn’t moved there wouldn’t have been a col-
lision.”

Chris Urmson, the head of Google’s self-driving car
project, said in a brief interview that he believes the
Lexus was moving before the bus started to pass. “We
saw the bus, we tracked the bus, we thought the bus
was going to slow down, we started to pull out, there
was some momentum involved,” Urmson told The
Associated Press. He acknowledged that Google’s car
did have some responsibility but said it was “not black
and white.”

NO INJURIES
The Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority

said none of the 15 passengers or the driver of the bus
was injured. The transit agency is reviewing the inci-
dent and hasn’t reached any conclusions about liabili-
ty, spokeswoman Stacey Hendler Ross said in a writ-
ten statement. There may never be a legal decision on
fault, especially if damage was negligible - as both
sides indicated it was - and neither Google nor the
transit authority pushes the case. Still, the collision
could be the first time a Google car in autonomous
mode caused a crash. Google cars have been involved
in nearly a dozen collisions in or around Mountain
View since starting to test on city streets in the spring

of 2014. In most cases, Google’s cars were rear-ended.
No one has been seriously injured.

Google’s written statement called the Feb. 14 colli-
sion “a classic example of the negotiation that’s a nor-
mal part of driving - we’re all trying to predict each
other’s movements.” Google said its computers have
reviewed the incident and engineers changed the
software that governs the cars to understand that
buses may not be as inclined to yield as other vehicles.

Jessica Gonzalez, a spokeswoman for California’s
DMV, which regulates Google’s testing of about two
dozen Lexus SUVs in the state, said agency officials
spoke Monday with Google but would have no com-
ment. A critic of Google’s self-driving car efforts said
the collision shows the tech giant should be kept from
taking onto public streets self-driving prototypes it
built without a steering wheel or pedals. Google sees
that as the next natural step for the technology, and
has pressed California’s DMV and federal regulators to
authorize cars in which humans have limited means of
intervening.

“Clearly Google’s robot cars can’t reliably cope
with everyday driving situations,” said John M.
Simpson of the nonprofit Consumer Watchdog.
“There needs to be a licensed driver who can
takeover, even if in this case the test driver failed to
step in as he should have.” — AP
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DUBAI: This past week’s Mobile
World Congress saw Huawei and oth-
er heavyweights from the mobile
industry lay the foundation for wider
commercial use of 4.5G & 5G broad-
band-considered the backbone of
today’s digital economy.

Huawei Deputy Chairman and
Rotating CEO Guo Ping has noted
that industry players must ensure
they do not miss out these opportu-
nities in the coming five years. Guo
said that three things should be done
before 5G arrives: increase connectiv-
ity, enable verticals, and redefine net-
work capabilities. These initiatives
will help address the uncertainties
brought about by new technologies
and new business models. 

To that end, over 300 leading tele-
com operators, analysts and enter-
prises attended the recent 4.5G
Industry Summit to analyze pre-com-
mercial deployments of mobile
broadband. For its part,  Huawei
extended global open partnerships
on 5G technologies with more than
20 operators, including Etisalat,
Vodafone, Telefonica, TeliaSonera and
more.

On the regional level, Ooredoo
has now teamed up with Huawei to
open a next-generation Innovations
Lab in Qatar to pioneer broadband
solutions and infrastructure. Saudi
operator Mobily has further
announced plans to optimize its net-
work performance and investments
through a network managed services
agreement with Huawei over the
next five years. In Oman, Omantel is
enhancing and expanding its mobile

broadband coverage by delivering
the Sultanate’s first Smart Street
Lamppost solution together with
Huawei.

A greater emphasis on openness
and collaboration has been crucial to
the maturation of broadband tech-
nologies at the start of 2016. This
includes strengthened ties between
global telecom operators, leaders of
industry, product designers, and
application developers. In a fully con-
nected era, the ability to seamlessly
combine expertise from these differ-
ent sectors has led to a new industri-
al revolution-increasingly known as
‘Industry 4.0’-which Huawei believes
has the potential to reorder the glob-
al economy impacting the way that
people learn, work and live.

POWERFUL MOBILE NETWORKS
“Changes in the ICT industry are

the main driving force behind busi-
ness development in the digital era.
As a key enabler in the ICT industry,
Huawei is committed to helping the
telecom industry and vertical indus-
tries digitize their infrastructure,
operational systems and business

models with state-of-the-art technol-
ogy,” said Zou Zhilei, President of
Carrier Business Group, Huawei.

This past week the company also
unveiled its five ‘Big Initiatives’ for the
telecom industry to accelerate its
digital transformation. Huawei
describes the five initiatives as Big
Video - Everywhere, Big IT - Enabling,
Big Operation - Agile, Big
Architecture - Elastic, and Big Pipe -
Ubiquitous. The initiatives represent
new opportunities for telecom oper-
ators in the Middle East and world-
wide, foreseeing a potential $100 bil-
lion video industry market, a $1 tril-
lion enterprise cloud market, and the
number of IoT connections expected
to grow 10-fold.

City planners are placing particu-
lar emphasis on using ICT to develop
safer urban communities. According
to Huawei, safe city development has
now shifted from an incubation peri-
od focused on video surveillance to a
rapid-growth stage embracing com-
prehensive public safety manage-
ment. This includes building multidi-
mensional and intelligent security
systems featuring awareness, visuali-
zation, and collaboration-helping
governments improve crisis preven-
tion and emergency handling capa-
bilities while reducing crime rates.

Tapping into the potential of
more powerful mobile networks,
consumers also got a glimpse this
past week of Huawei’s new flagship
device the Huawei MateBook-a 2-in-1
gadget designed to meet the evolv-
ing demands of today’s modern busi-
ness users. Building on Huawei’s suc-
cess in delivering powerful high-end
mobile consumer devices, the
MateBook defines itself as a mobile
productivity tool that seamlessly
integrates mobility, high efficiency,
work and entertainment.

Huawei opening up commercial 
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MOUNTAIN VIEW: In this May 13, 2015, file photo, Google’s self-driving Lexus car drives along a street during a demonstration at Google cam-
pus in Mountain View, California. — AP 

WASHINGTON: This Wednesday, Feb. 17, 2016 file photo shows an iPhone in
Washington. Can the FBI force a company like Apple to extract data from a
customer’s smartphone? Some legal experts and now a New York federal
magistrate say in effect that Congress has already considered that question
and declined to grant that authority. — AP

Huawei team.

Huawei Deputy Chairman and Rotating CEO Guo Ping. 


